
Why
the Sun and the Moon 

Live in the Sky



Long ago, the sun and the moon
lived on the earth.
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Sun was strong and handsome.
Moon was quiet and beautiful.
Sun and Moon fell in love.
Sun asked Moon to marry him.
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Sun and Moon invited 
their friend Water to the wedding.
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Water had many relatives - the ocean,
the sea, the lakes, rivers and streams.
Water wanted to bring them all to
the wedding but Sun and Moon’s  
house was too small to fit them all in.
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Sun built a bigger house to fit
in all Water’s relatives, but it
was still too small.
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So Sun built an even bigger house,
with even more rooms, to fit in all
Water’s realtives. But it was still to small.
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Sun did not want to delay the
wedding any longer. He told 
Water to call all her relatives  
to the wedding.
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‘All my little streams, come to the
wedding,’ called Water. The streams 
covered the floor of the house. 
In came small fish and frogs.
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‘All my lakes and rivers, come to
the wedding,’ called Water. The lakes
and rivers filled the rooms with water
to the roof. In came big fish, 
water birds and crocodiles.
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Sun and Moon climbed onto the
roof of the house. 
‘Water, your relatives have filled 
all the rooms but there is still 
space in the yard,’  said Sun
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So Water called her mother, the sea,  
and her father, the ocean, to come 
to the wedding. 
Big waves rolled over the house.
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In came fish, dolphins and whales.
The waves hit the roof where 
Sun and Moon sat.
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Sun and Moon jumped  
up high into the sky.
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And that is where
they still live today.
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